
Official requirements Ninebot

Ninebot Mini

Ninebot (Ninebot Mini, hereinafter referred to as Mini) - a device for active 
way of entertainment. But as soon as you appear with him in public, he 
becomes a kind of vehicle, so there is also present risks inherent in vehicles. 
Managing Segway Mini, there is a risk of loss of control, collision or fall. 
To reduce the likelihood of such situations, you have to be trained riding 
Segway Mini. Company Ninebot hopes that you will comply with the safety 
rules and get a lot of pleasure from riding safely.

Remember how you learned to ride a bike, drive a car or other vehicle, 
possibly you were helped, you felt safe, and gradually learned to drive. The 
whole experience is useful to you to learn how to ride a Mini.

Personal Information of formal requirements

1) Personal data

The user application Ninebot (hereinafter referred to as APP) for connecting 
devices can request your personal data, including, but not limited to, name, 
sex, age, date of birth, identification number, address, contact information, 
your hobby, specialty, contact person in case of emergency, account, 
information about where and when you use our services. The above 
information is not mandatory.

2) Collection and processing of personal data

Request for application of your personal data is designed to provide you 
with better service, improve and enrich your experience of the user defined 
methods or ways to gather information including, but not limited to:

(1) Member registration
(2) Questionnaire
(3) Tracking sales history and the return of goods

(4) Your comments or suggestions about the goods or services
(5) Report of someone or something

You have the right not to provide information about your personal data. But if 
you refuse to provide certain information, this may lead to problems, you will 
not be able to use the services that we offer or the services will be somewhat 
limited.

 3) Use and publicity of your personal data

(1) you give your agreement to the fact that we can use your personal data 
as follows (including the right to store and process personal information): 
automatic use of our company (including branches), subsidiaries, their 
successors, legal and financial advisors, external suppliers, external agents 
and others can use and disclose your personal information.

(2) Our company and its subsidiaries are regularly / occasionally send you 
information messages about your product or services, and you agree to 

Before starting to use the Segway, carefully read and understand the 
instructions in "Segway Ninebot», «Legal Notices Ninebot», get information 
about learning to ride a Segway with a custom application Ninebot, designed 
to ensure that you can learn the technique of safe driving Segway.

Compared with other transport devices while driving Ninebot there are 
external factors that expose you to a particular danger. You must adhere to 
the precautions outlined in the "Instructions Segway Ninebot», to reduce 
risk, but you can not completely avoid it. Please read the information set out 
below about the precautions and prohibited actions set forth in part in the 
"Instructions Segway Ninebot» formal requirements and conditions:
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receive the above information.

(3) In the following conditions, or purposes, we may transfer your personal 
information to third parties:

- After your express permission;
- To meet the requirements of the relevant laws, regulations, or governmental 
bodies (including the judiciary);

- To meet the requirements of the Terms of Service (including investigation of 
potential violations);
- Find a prepayment or resolve issues relating to technical support, fraud and 
security;
- In the framework of the law or its acceptable limits, to protect the rights, 
property and safety of the user, without the application of any damage;
- In case of emergency, release of information to your contact person.

(4) A method for transmitting, storing personal information, including e-mail, 
receive and / or use, and the server can be located both inside China and 
beyond its aisles.
(5) Our company provides security to protect your personal information. We 
use technology, programs and take other security measures to protect your 
personal information from leakage, unauthorized use, or to restrict access to 
it.
(6) You agree to refuse to accept and / or use of the above personal 
information, according to the aforementioned conditions of the official 
notification, information leaks, and its use will or may lead to compensation, 
possible liability and certain losses.
(7) We keep your personal information and other information within the time 
required for pre-approved purposes of use or the specified time any treaty or 
law.

Copyright

All rights reserved by our company. All articles, images, photographs, sound files, animation files, video files, layouts and other intellectual property rights 
reserved. This information may not be copied and used for commercial purposes or distributed, and even after some changes, can not be used for any web 
sites or applications.

Trademark

Mini TM, TM Ninebot, self-balancing electric scooter Nine - is a registered trademark of LLC «Ninebot Technology» (Beijing) (hereinafter referred to as the 
company Ninebot or Ninebot Inc.). Trademarks «Mini», «Ninebot TM," "self-balancing electric scooter Nine», «Trademark 9TM" are registered trademarks of 
Ninebot. Other trademarks and trade names mentioned in this document are the property of their respective owners.
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Goods (Official requirements)

The better you are acquainted with Segway, the easier it is to manage it, so 
we ask that you:

1) Carefully read the instructions «Ninebot Mini», and go through a special 
training according to the instructions of the user application App;

2) Do not allow use Mini to people who have not read the instruction 
«Ninebot Mini» and have not been training User Application App;

3) Based on the properties of the quality Mini, after the purchase buy 
insurance to minimize risks;

4) Every Segway Mini has a limit, and is designed for use by one person 
only, and not a few at a time;

5) All accessories Mini should be installed only in accordance with the 
instructions in the manual «NinebotMini». Incorrect installation can cause 
falls, loss of management control or a collision. Before installation or 
maintenance, disconnect the power supply from the vehicle, and during the 
installation of accessories, to exert appropriate efforts, is too strong or weak 
screwing parts may cause any failure or injury;

6) Do not recharge the device in rooms with high humidity. During charging, 
plug the power cord into an appropriate outlet (100V-240V / 50Hz-60Hz). 
Limit your children and pets from any contact with the rechargeable device, 
and install it away from flammable substances;

7) Do not leave the battery in areas with temperatures below -200C or 
greater than 500C; 

8) If the battery has some damage, makes a strange smell smoke coming 
from it or it is overheating, please do not continue to use a battery, and if you 
notice that the battery is leaked, do not let any contacts with other subjects;

9) The battery contains harmful substances, so do not disassemble and 

dismantle it;

10) Fully charged Mini last about 120 180 days in standby mode. Mini that 
is not fully charged last for about 30-60 days in standby mode. Pay special 
attention to charge level of the device as untimely charging devices may 
cause serious damage, which can not be repaired;

11) We have created a lot of different warnings about the danger for the Mini 
in different environments and driving conditions, as a warning to speed limit, 
warning of shaking, a reversing device and many other warnings. At the time 
of occurrence of a specific warning, stop, try to eliminate any risks, and then 
go on your way;

12) You need to become familiar with and understand the technology riding 
Mini, to travel in public areas. The more you train, the more practicing in 
different environments, the better and safer will be your riding of Segway. 
Remember the basics of practice riding on this vehicle: first go through an 
initial level of control, select the room (> 4m * 4m) without any hindrance and 
practice go ahead, work out with turns, stops, and also learn how to control 
your body and still maintain a relaxed state. For the most productive training 
of segway riding would be appropriate assistance of an experienced person 
riding a Segway, or a coach. After achieving some success in the riding of 
the vehicle in a room with limited space, you can start to train to ride on the 
street. As a result of constant updates of Mini, which may be accompanied 
by some new features riding test at the first update should be chosen 
sufficiently familiar and safe areas;

13) Before every ride on Mini, you must thoroughly test and inspect a 
vehicle, make sure that there are no loose parts or screws; 

14) Before riding, while riding or when braking, watch out for traffic at 
intersections to avoid injury to yourself and others;

15) Maintain a certain level of tire pressure (indicated in the table of 
parameters). Exceeding the normal range may result in loss of control, XIAOMI-M
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vehicle control, fall or collision. However, the level of too low tire pressure 
can also cause some damage to the device;

16) Inspect wheels and check tire pressure levels at least 2 times a 
month and before every long trip. Otherwise, poor tire pressure can cause 
disruptions in the normal ride of the device or damage to the wheels and 
tires, until the occurrence of an accident or incident;

17) If, during the control of segway, you have any doubts about the reliability 
and proper operation of the wheels, stop and check them to avoid an 
accident or incident;

18) It is necessary to stand on Segway with his back side and be sure to 
wear protective gear;

19) To ride Segway in any case do not wear high-heeled shoes;

20) Do not immerse the battery and the vehicle itself in the water, ride a 
Segway in the pouring rain, or a long time to ride in the rain. Do not wash the 
unit under the strong pressure of water, avoid getting water in the connector 
for charging the device. If your Segway still wet under the heavy rain, 
immediately using dry towels and rags, wipe it dry, stop using it and promptly 
contact the consultants device support;

21) On rainy days, the effectiveness of the brakes of Segway Mini greatly 
reduced (as well as in other vehicles), besides the resistance force is also 
strongly reduced. You can also note the complications in Segway control, 
and therefore have a greater risk of loss of control of riding. To ensure the 
safe riding of vehicle in the rain, you should choose a slower speed mode, 
as opposed to riding the vehicle under normal weather conditions before 
starting your braking distance;

22) Riding Segway at night is more dangerous than during the day, because 
it will be much harder to keep track of traffic and pedestrians. That's why we 
do not recommend you to ride a Segway at dawn, at dusk or at night. A man 
who still makes the decision to ride the Segway at dawn, at dusk or at night, 
should be aware of all the risks, be extremely careful, this will help reduce  
risks. If you are interested in the equipment for safe driving, contact and 
consult with the dealer;

23) When the battery level is low or not at all, Segway power will not be 
enough to maintain a balance, so recharge the batteries in a timely manner;

24) Various safety monitoring system can produce a safe shutdown in case 
of violation of a safe distance control to 1.5m .;

25) A unique balance and ease of use Mini will make you more confident. 
If you overdo it with driving on roads with obstacles on uneven, slippery 
surfaces or sharp slopes, it can lead to loss of control, fall or collision. Mini 
can only maintain its balance, so you must learn to balance the body when 
turning;

26) While driving, be alert and focused when the road surface changes, such 
as regular road and lawn.

27) While turning, be careful and cautious! Maneuvering and turns at high 
speeds can cause loss of control of device!

28) Do not take chances! If on your way there was a sharp slope, not even 
part of the road or other obstacles, think about your safety, do not expose 
themselves to danger;

29) If you went to the Segway on the road, it is prohibited to leave the lane 
for motorized vehicles, obey traffic laws, yield to pedestrians, as well as 
prohibited to start the movement at a red light;

30) Respect the rights of all road users - motorcyclists, cyclists, pedestrians 
and other road users, both on the road and in the small streets;

31) You have to be conscious, while riding a Segway. Carefully observe the 
direction opposite to the movement of pedestrians;

32) During the ride to the Mini, you should know how to behave in the 
following circumstances: A vehicle leaves the intersection in front of you 
or ahead of you from behind, and then diminishes or the speed begins to 
turn. Opens the car door. A man came out of the pavement. Next to the 
road children play or walk their pets. Potholes, sewer walls, railroad tracks, 
expansion joints, road or sidewalk construction, debris and other obstacles XIAOMI-M
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that may arise in your way and create a dangerous situation. All this may 
lead to your disorientation, loss of control, hit the wheel on an obstacle, with 
the result that it may be a road accident.

33) Try to go on the bike path or close to the edge of the carriageway of the 
road, in the direction of transport or under the rules of the local road traffic 
authorities;

34) During a stop in front of a particular sign or traffic light, watch for the 
direction of transport at intersections. Keep in mind that when you ride a 
Mini, even if you ride at your side, you have to give way to the car to avoid a 
collision of vehicles;

35) While stopped, or turn on the Segway, use hand signals to indicate to 
other vehicles and pedestrians your direction of travel;

36) It is forbidden to ride a Segway, with one hand on the adjacent vehicle;
37) During ride the Segway do not make any tricks;

38) Do not ride a Segway, under the following conditions: terrible weather 
conditions, poor visibility, at dusk, at dawn or in the dark, or if you feel unwell. 
All these conditions increase the risk of a road incident or accident;

39) No need to drive yourself over long distances. Bring your friends for 
company. You must also tell your family where you are going and your 
expected time of return;

40) During the ride Segway, you get a bit higher than usual. So be careful not 
to injure the head during entry into the elevator, or doorway;

41) Do not wear loose clothing to avoid contact with clothes in the wheel;

42) To ride Segway, we recommend you wear safety glasses: they will 
protect your eyes from various specks, dust and insects. During a bright and 
sunny weather, use dark glasses, and during cloudy - glasses wear clear 
glass; 

43) Do not carry   or take passengers. Mini is only for one person, two people 
simultaneously riding on a Segway is forbidden. It is also forbidden to ride a 

Segway, holding a baby in arms;

44) Mini is not a medical device, it can not be used as a therapeutic tool. If 
you are not getting help from someone, you should be able to raise Mini on 
your own, only in this case, you can use it;

45) Do not ride your Segway on stairs, escalator and pass through revolving 
door;

46) It is forbidden to ride a Segway, in the case of poor visibility;

47) Do not ride your Segway on a highway, except if it allowed by road 
transport control;

48) Do not use Mini as a goods transport vehicle;

49) When approaching or crossing intersections, traffic lane for motorized 
vehicles to turn, you should turn down the speed and give way to 
pedestrians, cyclists and vehicles;

50) Mini is a kind of vehicle, so when using it, you must be vigilant. If you 
are sick or do not possess all the skills and knowledge of riding Segway 
specified in the instruction «Ninebot Mini», do not try to use the device. Also, 
do not use Segway if you are taking medication, after which it is not desirable 
to drive vehicles;

51) That you are not distracted while riding a Segway, do not answer 
the phone and do not make any sudden movements, which scatter your 
attention;

52) Age limit: any persons allowed to use from 16 to 50 years. Advice to 
parents: Parents and guardians are responsible for the actions of minor 
children, so we recommend that you do not allow children to ride on the Mini;
53) Avoid sudden braking, especially on slippery surfaces, because under 
these conditions, you put yourself at risk;

54) If you turn off the device after parked it, the device can move or even 
fall, so you first need to turn off the device, and then leave it parked on the 
Segway;XIAOMI-M
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 55) If you use a Segway in the summer time, you must remember that you 
must leave the Mini in a safe place or premises where the temperature does 
not exceed 450, and do not leave it for long periods of time outside in the hot 
sun;

56) If you use a Segway in the winter, remember: you must leave the Mini 
in a safe place or premises where the temperature is below -200, if the 
room temperature is below 00, it must be placed in a warm room (where the 
temperature is higher than 100) then you can charge it;

57) Upgrade of your Segway may also have certain risks for your safety, it is 

forbidden to repair the device;
58) You should be aware of the rules and norms of law and respect them;

59) We can not assess each  of each Mini during use. If you have any 
questions or problems arised during use of Segway to obtain certain 
guarantees reliability of the device, please contact technical support of our 
company;

60) Characteristics and data between the Mini and other models may be 
different. These data are subject to change without notice.

These formal requirements Ninebot comply with the legislation of the PRC.
In the case of the above stated situations that lead to compensation and the 
possible liability of certain damages, the company is not responsible. In the 
event of unforeseen circumstances or imminent danger and risk, the buyer 
bears the responsibility.
You can take control conditions in the product; but you also can not accept 

the terms of controlling this product and return it. This return is possible, if the 
product and its packaging are in proper form and are comply for secondary 
sale.
If you decide to resell the Mini, do not forget about the «official Ninebot», as 
it is an integral and fundamental part of this product.

Once again thank you for your choice and the trust to 
company Ninebot!
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